MUSIC AND MEMORY

simply in sugar paper – a common recycling
practice of the day.
A further printed highlight is a set of
secular French chansons by Lassus published
in 1570 to feed the nostalgia of French
Protestant refugees living in London following
particularly vicious religious persecutions in
France. Master printer and fellow Huguenot
migrant Thomas Vautrollier published these
from his shop in Blackfriars, along with the
translations of Ovid and Petrarch which
Shakespeare later used as source material.
Effectively the first printed music to appear in
England, this unassuming little volume is an
early example of the power of music to evoke
memory and to give a feeling of belonging.
Thanks to the rich variety of the Buccleuch
collections at Boughton I was able to make
some interesting pairings: Van Dyck’s portrait
of Lady Southampton with her lute sits
alongside a well-thumbed contemporary lute
manual; a portrait of Louis XIV accompanies
the ballet score performed with his keen
participation during a hunting party at
Fontainebleau in 1664; an exquisite miniature
of Queen Victoria’s lady-in-waiting, the
fifth Duchess of Buccleuch, is reunited with
her unique 1830 manuscript volume of rare
Scottish airs noted down on the hoof in the
Highlands by her Italian music master; in
a gossipy 1730s oil painting by Marcellus

Laroon the Younger, the second Duke, a
patron of Handel, is remembered for his
convivial music parties at Montagu House,
now the British Museum.
My hope is that visitors to the Music and
Memory exhibition in Boughton will be
stimulated to think about the way music has
played a role throughout history to encapsulate
human experiences and transmit emotions
through the ages.
The events that we have organised around
the exhibition will aim to show how music

continues to have a role in the development
of a healthy mind, helping to form a personal
identity, by way of associations and memories,
even though science and government still
require their hard data. CM
Music and Memory will be launched at Boughton
House on 30 June. For details of events visit
www.boughtonhouse.co.uk
For tickets, phone the Oundle Box Office on
01832 274734

 arcellus Laroon’s Music Party (right),
M
recollecting musical soirées held
at Montagu House, now the British
Museum. (Below) Paul Boucher, curator of
Boughton’s Montagu Music Collection
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